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ABOUT THE
WORKSHOP
The second workshop organized by
FAI was hosted together with Gather
at their yearly Gather Festival event.
Gather is a venue for new thinking in
food and environment and the
purpose of this was to elicit ideas,
questions, and views from other
individuals outside the project. The
activity was coordinated by Ming and
Fläckerud productions with expert
support from Stockholm University
and SLU.
The event had a space at the festival
and we ran a 1/2 day workshop
similar to a makerspace activity
where anyone could come in and
give insights, ask questions, and
participate.

Overall around 20-30 people
participated in the event which
attracted predominantly female
participants which we thought was
good.
The work process:
Before the workshop we selected
three main themes that our
elicitation efforts would focus on.
1) Identification
2) Information availability
3) Data quality and trust
Within each area the subject matter
expert gave a 5 min introduction and
participants were then asked to
identify questions that from their
perspective are important
to answer. A subset of these
questions were then discussed for
further understanding. A great array
of questions were documented and
the important and central themes are
presnted her

RESULTS: QUESTIONS
AND ISSUES
The result of the workshop is presented as a list of questions that came up during
the workshop.

When analyzing the results of the workshop some trends and clear
patterns stand out that are inline with the results of the first workshop.
The questions that were selected (out of many) where:

Analyzing the result of the second workshop it is clear the the general population
has a lot of questions and ideas/thoughts on what food information is about and
dangers they see. After the workshop the team sat down and anaylized the result and
grouped the various questions into general areas. The resulting areas of interest to
the general public was:

Usefullness and simplicity
Data quality and trust
Data owner and can the process be trusted
How to expose the customer and where?

